Committee to which James Domengeaux, chairman, CODOFIL, was invited. Domengeaux then offered the services of CODOFIL in this project.

In subsequent meetings of the Committee objectives were set for the investigative mission with Glorioso as a CODOFIL representative on the Mission and Michot as the State Board of Education representative.

Their objectives were: to seek counsel in France for the purpose of reducing the number of potential cities as possible sites for the Center; to visit the cities with the greatest potential; to meet with university and city officials to present the prospectus and brief of the proposed Study Center; to visit France. In addition to their investigations for the USL Study Center in France, their purpose also was to discuss with educational leaders, public officials and governmental agencies cooperation between France and Louisiana in the areas of education; commerce and tourism; to discuss techniques of developing new programs in the broad spectrum of student exchanges, teacher exchanges; and to develop summer courses in France for future teachers of French in Louisiana.

Members of the USL Study Center in France Committee are composed of the following faculty members: Mrs. Gloria Fiero, chairman; Dr. Philip Dur; Dr. Jim Wilson; William Moreland; John Cameron; and Mrs. Mathe Allain. David Marcantel, Jennings, is a student member of the committee.